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Converting Homeowners From
Incandescent To LED Integrated Fixtures
Stacey Fisher, President of Fisher Irrigation and Lighting Systems in the Philadelphia suburbs,
has been installing LED for years. In fact, he was one of the first contractors who initially
previewed Kichler® LED product when it launched over a decade ago. Here’s how he helps
customers choose an LED integrated system over a standard incandescent one:
Focus on the benefits – and the difference
“When it comes to LED landscape lighting, homeowners want to know two basic things:
‘what will the performance be like?’ and ‘will I be able to save money?’ We make sure we
answer these questions up front,” Fisher says. When his team goes into a sales appointment,
they use tools to demonstrate the value Kichler LED provides. Specifically they use Kichler’s
LED cost comparison savings charts, application shots and sell sheets. “These help us sell
homeowners on the fact that we offer a rock-solid industry product that delivers substantial
savings.”
Get the customer involved in the decision
Part of demonstrating performance is showing customers the quality of light LED offers.
“There is definitely a learning curve for homeowners when it comes to LED lighting; you
still have to show them that it isn’t a different color light,” he explains. He physically takes
the lights with him to demonstrate the different Kelvin color temperature options that are
available, and he lets the homeowner decide what they like. This gets them involved and
invested in the project early.
Reach out to existing and previous customers
Fisher stays in contact with his customer base through quarterly e-newsletters that are
also on the company’s website; these tout the benefits of LED and any specials he might
be running. For example: in 2012 he started an incandescent Buy Back program. This
program gives his current lighting customers an opportunity to swap out their existing older
incandescent lighting fixtures for new, energy efficient LED versions with trade-in incentives
for the homeowners. Already he’s converted a lot of homes – with his largest conversion
customer switching out 100 fixtures!
Stay on top of the trends
Fisher sums it up best: “LED is evolving and changing so quickly. You can fall by the wayside
if you don’t keep up with things, and Kichler helps our business do that with training and
support. It’s great to work with a product I believe in.”

Top Ten Product
Installation Errors
With 22 years in the field, Kichler
Corporate Trainer Ron Carter has
experienced it all. Here’s a list
of the top ten landscape lighting
installation errors he’s seen:

10 Using wire connectors that are
not rated for direct burial.
9 Not burying wire properly.
8 Not owning a voltmeter/
ampmeter combo tool to measure
and identify the load placed on
transformer for future reference.
7 Not documenting the job.
6 Using a fixture for a purpose it
wasn’t intended or listed for.
5 Not connecting the
transformer to a GFI receptacle.
4 Placing a high amperage load
on a house circuit that is already
loaded.
3 Stapling cable to a tree trunk
so it cannot move freely.
2 Using anything but stainless
steel fasteners to secure fixtures
on trees.
1 Not matching the ampacity
rating of the trunk line to the
secondary breaker protection of
the transformer.
You can learn how to avoid
these errors and a lot more by
attending our Maintenance &
Troubleshooting seminar. Visit
www.landscapelighting.com to
find out more.

Creating
a
Brand
For Your Business
by Becky Ross, Kichler Vice
President of Marketing
Do you have a logo? A brochure? If you answered “yes” – you still may not have a brand.
Often people associate having a brand with a
logo, but it is so much more. A brand is a promise you make to your customers – and the way
you keep it. It’s your reputation. Best of all: for
landscape lighting contractors, creating a brand
doesn’t take millions of dollars. Here are a few
suggestions to develop yours:
Start by answering this question: “If you
could choose to have your customers remember you for ONE thing, what would it be?” The
answer is the foundation for your brand identity. Is it your friendly nature? Your razor-sharp
skills? The best way to find this out is to ask
your customers why they chose you. Maybe
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tells you what’s important to your customers.

Pick one thing. If you read the tip above and
thought, “I’m all of those things!” – you’re not
alone. One of the biggest mistakes people
make is that they want to stand for everything.
But when you stand for everything – you’ll also
never stand out. Think of some of the best
brands and the simple message they have:
FedEx® (trustworthy overnight delivery), Apple®
(innovative, technology-leading products), Disney® (fun family entertainment). Pick your ONE
thing that you can own, and stick with it.
Remember it’s the experience as well as the
visuals. Want to stand for offering immaculate
service? Don’t show up in a dirty truck or leave
product packaging all over the yard during the
installation process. A brand is the total experience someone has with your company – make
sure you deliver against it.
Invest in a great logo and tagline. Yes, you
need a logo that communicates who you are
and can be used EVERYWHERE. When hiring
a designer, make sure you tell them that your
logo will need to work both BIG and small, and
that you’d like a full-color, one-color and black/
white version of the mark. You should also ask
for a variety of file formats so you can use it on
anything. See table to the right.
Once you have these, many of the media or
marketing companies you work with can apply
your logo for free to what you’re creating – truck
graphics, printed materials, signs, etc.

Kichler in Action

Location: Texas
Only one story of this exterior needed illumination. Since it was already
white, 4.5W fixtures were all that were needed to create a dramatic
effect:
• 4.5W, 35° accent lights (15732) are positioned about 6” from each
of the four columns and on the tree in the foreground.
• Two 4.5W, 60° accent lights (15733) are mounted approximately 20’
up in the tree and aimed downward. These fixtures are mounted on
both sides of the tree to evenly illuminate the driveway.
• The tree in the background features one 4.5W, 35° accent light
aimed up the trunk and one 4.5W, 60° accent light mounted 20’ up
the tree aiming downward to create a moonlighting effect.
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Ask for your logo in the following file formats:
ai

the root art files, usually means editable,
used in print

eps

files should work in any format

png

are transparent and best for the web

jpeg

work best for PowerPoint layouts with a
white background

pdf

files are non-editable and high resolution

Carry it through everything. Chances are you
aren’t running big-dollar TV advertising. But you
still have so many ways to get your message
out in the things you already do. Work it into
everything – consistently – even these forgotten
items:
• Estimates
• Billing statements/invoices
• Your email signature
• Your voicemail message
• How you answer the phone
• How you train your employees to interact
with customers
Planning to add an adjacent service to your
company? Be sure to consider how it fits your
brand positioning first.
Aligning and managing your company around
your brand message will help build your reputation and grow your business. Consistency of
your brand – inside your company, as well as
outside – is critical.

Down Lighting Done Right

Location: Ohio
This design used unique techniques to fully illuminate a driveway,
without the need for a separate metal halide driveway/security light
mounted over the garage.
• Three 12.4W, 10° accent lights (15751) were aimed upward and
positioned 6” from the trunks on the mature trees.
• Two 12.4W, 60° accent lights (15753) are also mounted about 25’ up
in the trees. These lights are aimed directly down on to the leafy
branches to create the interesting leaf shadows that appear on the
driveway.
• A wall wash accent light (15861) provides a warm glow and two path
& spread lights (15810) add a beautiful glow to the ground.
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